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"Every"body 1 s doing it" , as €ne~oTd"" son* 'used to say, only this year the

"doing" means "conserving" — making things last — and applies to everything ycu

have or hope to have for the duration. As for making the family's clothing last,

you have heard much about how to clean dresses, press them, remove spots, and store

them properly. Sut a lot of other clothes T3esia.es dresses need to last.

Home economists of the U. S. Department of Agriculture have some useful tips aoout

those other garments, too.

Let's look at coats. Of course your winter coat is safely protected from

moths "by now, either in a tight garment bag, or in cold storage, or in a package

with the edges securely sealed. But how about your light-weight coat— the one

you have to wear on a cool or damp summer night, the one you take on a train trip.''

That isn't stored away at all. Do you protect that coat at the neck by wearing

a scarf? Thin scarfs are not as much for warmth as to save your coat from "collar

smudge." If your coat gets wet, let it dry slowly in a well-aired room, not near

heat. After it dries, brush it, and if necessary, press out wrinkles under Wo

cloths- a wet cloth and a dry one- just as you press other woolens. Hang your coat

on a well-padded hanger and fasten the top button so the coat hangs straight.

Small shields made of lining cloth sewed in under the arms protect the lining of

your coat against underarm wear.

Now about sweaters. Always put a sweater on carefully, so you won't strain

it, or stretch it out of shape. Don't overload your sweater pockets or they will

sag. Pat sweaters away folded in a drawer, never on hangers. Wash them gently,
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when they need it, in lukewarm water with mild soap suds. 3e sure all the soap

is thoroughly dissolved "before you put the sweater in the water. Squeeze the suds

and rinse water through the sweater, hut don't wring or twist it. Rinse until all

the suds are gone.

To dry the sweater, lay it "between two hath towels and pat it to take out

excess water. Spread it on paper or cloth on a flat surface to dry. Pull it

gently into shape and stick pins upright into the garment so that it dries in

shape. To make sure of getting a sweater hack to its right shape, measure it he-

fore you wash it, or draw an outline on paper. Then stretch the sweater hack to

the outline or measurements after you wash it. Check the sleeve length parti-

cularly,- also the "bust measure, and the neck to "button length.

If you snag your sweater, pull the "broken yarn to the inside, and tie or

stitch the ends so they won't start to ravel. Mend larger holes by reknitting

hem with matching yarn. Watch for thin places at the elhow and other spots where

ou give the sweater hard wear. Do a little preventive darning on these places,

einforcing them with matching yarn "before they hreak through.

Next item is underwear. Before you ever wear a new readymade slip, night-

gown or other piece of underwear, check the seams and finished edges. Sometimes a

little reinforcement at a weak spot will make your underwear "live" longer. Never

use pins to fasten a broken strap or shorten a slip. Keep extra shoulder strap

sets or riooon on hand to repair "broken straps.

Of course, you wash your underwear often. You know that perspiration weakens

fahrics, and so does the hard rubbing necessary when garments get very soiled. Use

lukewarm water and mild suds,— squeeze, don't twist or wring,— and rinse

thoroughly. Hang silk and rayon gowns and slips on hangers indoors to dry.

You won't need to press knit lingerie, if you shape it when you hang it to

dry. If you have woven lingerie, press on the wrong side with a warm, not hot, iron.
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When colors fade, dip the garments in one of those soap dyes made for the purpose.

Press laces and embroidery on the wrong side over a soft pad.

If you have two girdles or foundation garments and wear them alternately,

both will last longer. As they have rubber in them, take extra good care of them.

Mend any breaks immediately. Sew garter straps back in place when they loosen-

never pin them. Wash foundation garments often and dry away from heat and sunlight.

Whatever kind of stockings you're wearing— silk, rayon, nylon, cotton, or a

mixture— treat your stockings gently. Wash them as soon as possible after you take

them off, rinse in water of the same temperature as the wash water, and dry in the

shade. Lay them over a line to dry or hang them by their tops. The rayon hose now

on the market need special washing care, because rayon becomes weak when wet. Lay

rayon hose- on a towel to dry, and never put them on until they are thoroughly dry.

This generally takes longer than just overnight, so you need at least one other

pair, probably two, to alternate with the one you are drying. Professional menders

can sometimes repair runs in new hose. Always wash the stockings before taking them

to be mended.

Here's another tip on saving stockings. Put them on the right way. Poll them

from the top to the toe, and slip on over the toes. Then smooth the heel in place,

see that the seam is at the center back, pull the stocking up carefully over the

leg. Fasten your supporters in the reinforced section of the top.

Your shoes will last longer if you wear them only for the occasions for

which they are suited, sturdy shoes for work and play, dressy shoes for dressy

occasions". When you aren't wearing a pair of shoes, put shoe trees in them, and put

them into shoe bags or on a shoe rack. Get new heel lifts, toe protectors, and half

soles whenever you need them, and so prolong the ' wear of a pair of shoes. When

shoes get wet, put them on form-fitting shoe trees or stuff them with paper and dry

in a warm, but not hot, place. Wear rubbers or galoshes when the weather is wet,

to save shoes.
Shoes are made of a great many different materials at present, and each kind

requires special care. The same is true of gloves and handbags, but as Kipling once

said, "That's another story" for another day.
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